
 

Mutant newts can regenerate previously
defective limbs
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Many salamanders have the remarkable ability to regrow their own limbs
and tails after an injury. How are they able to do this, while more
complex mammals, such as humans, cannot?

"Certain animals like zebrafish and salamanders are able to regenerate
body parts, but higher up on the evolutionary tree of life, regeneration
happens much more rarely," says Marianne Bronner, the Edward B.
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Lewis Professor of Biology and director of the Beckman Institute at
Caltech. "Though we've seen that some human babies can actually
regenerate the tips of their fingers, this ability does not persist through
adulthood. We want to understand the molecular processes that underlie
regeneration."

Usually, the only time an animal grows a limb is during embryonic
development, which has led researchers to theorize that the processes
guiding development and regeneration are similar. However, a new
collaborative study by the Bronner Lab at Caltech and the laboratory of
Ken-ichi T. Suzuki of the National Institute for Basic Biology in Japan
shows that a particular molecule necessary for proper development is not
needed for regeneration.

A paper describing the research, titled "Fgf10 mutant newts regenerate
normal hindlimbs despite severe developmental defects," was published
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences on March 5.
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A newt limb in the process of regenerating. Credit: M. Suzuki

Led by postdoctoral scholar Miyuki Suzuki, the new study uses the newt
Pleurodeles waltl, an amphibian commonly known as the Iberian ribbed
newt, to examine the molecule FGF10 (fibroblast growth factor 10).
FGF10 is known to play a major role in guiding the cellular development
of the animal's limbs during the embryonic stage.

As adults, Pleurodeles waltl have robust regenerative abilities. If a limb
is severed, regardless of where along its length the cut is made, the
animal will grow back the proper structures—bone, muscle, nerves, and
so on—as if nothing had happened. This newt even has the ability to
regenerate parts of its heart, making it a good candidate for studying
how regenerative processes work.
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In the new study, Miyuki Suzuki created a genetic line of newts that
lacked FGF10. Without this molecule, these animals developed
defective back legs that were often severely stunted with missing digits.
However, when those back legs were amputated, the newts were able to
grow back fully formed legs, suggesting that regeneration and
development may be guided by different processes.

  More information: Miyuki Suzuki et al, Fgf10 mutant newts
regenerate normal hindlimbs despite severe developmental defects, 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (2024). DOI:
10.1073/pnas.2314911121
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